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PHASE III CLINICAL TRIAL

• Patients arrive sequentially

• Each is immediately given one oft treatments

• Patienti also has a vector of prognostic factorsxi

• Main purpose is to find the best treatment

• Subsidiary purpose is to estimate the treatment effect

• Responses on patients before theith may be available



REQUIREMENTS

• Adaptation: treat more frequently with the best treatment

• Balance across prognostic factorsxi: all kinds of patients should
get all treatments

• Randomization: “objectivity”, avoidance of conscious or un-
conscious biases (Lanarkshire)

• Blindedness



A LINEAR MODEL

E(yi) = gT
i ω = hT

i α + zT
i θ

• α - the vector of unknown treatment effects

• hi - vector oft indicator variables, the one non-zero element
indicating which treatment the patient received.

• zi a vector including any powers or interactions of the ele-
ments of the prognostic factorsxi. θ are nuisance parameters

• Analyse data using least squares, perhaps after transformation
- log survival times

• Also for GLM with small variation in response - iterative weights
are sensibly constant.



OPTIMUM EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

• Forn patients
E(Yn) = Gnω

• The D-optimum design forω maximizes

|GT
nGn|.

• When patientn + 1 arrives, the allocation of the firstn patients is already
fixed.

• If treatmentj is allocated to patientn + 1, new row of design matrix is
gj,n+1.

• Sequential D-optimum design. Choosej for which

d(j, n, xn+1) = gT
j,n+1(G

T
nGn)

−1gj,n+1

is a maximum.



SEQUENTIAL OPTIMUM DESIGN

Linear Combinations of Parameters

• If interest is ins linear combinations of the parametersAT ω̂,

• DA-optimum design minimizes

|AT (GT
n+1Gn+1)

−1A|.

• Sequentially experiment where

dA(gn+1, n) = gT
n+1(G

T
nGn)

−1A{AT (GT
nGn)

−1A}−1

AT (GT
nGn)

−1gn+1,

is a maximum.



LINEAR COMBINATIONS OF PARAMETERS

E(yi) = gT
i ω = hT

i α + zT
i θ.

• s = 1. Minimize varlT ω̂

• Two treatments, prognostic factors, skewed (unequal) allocation

l = (p − (1 − p) 0 . . . 0)T

For 0 < p < 1, treatment 1 asymptotically allocated to a proportionp of
the patients.p = 0.5 for treatment difference.

• Treatment mean andθ are theq nuisance parameters

• Three treatments with prognostic factors

l = (p1 − p2 1 − ∑
pj 0 . . . 0)T

• Adaptive: use the data to choosep.



OPTIMUM DESIGN

• The design regionX is the choice of treatment for the next patient

• Could sequentially allocate treatments to give -optimum design minimis-
ing var(lT α̂)

BUT



AN ADAPTIVE DESIGN

• Sequential Design Construction. Allocate thatj for whichdA(j, n, xn+1)
is maximum.

• Randomized Design. Allocate treatmentj with probability

πA(j|xn+1) =
pjdA(j, n, xn+1)

∑t
k=1 pkdc(k, n, xn+1)

.

At the optimum design alldA(j, n, zn+1) are equal and the design allocates
treatmentj with probabilitypj.

• Adaptive design. Thepj should reflect the desirability of the treatments.



AN ADAPTIVE DESIGN 2

• Suppose largeα are ‘good’. For two treatments adaptively estimate the
skewing proportionp by

p̂ = Φ{(α̂1 − α̂2)/T}.

T is a scaling parameter.

• Takep1 = p̂ andp2 = 1 − p̂ in the calculation ofdA(j, n, xn+1) and of

πA(j|xn+1) =
pjdA(j, n, xn+1)

∑t
k=1 pkdA(k, n, xn+1)

.

• The allocation proportion converges top = Φ{(α1 − α2)/T}

• If there is no treatment difference, asymptotically 0.5 to each treatment.



PROPERTIES: LOSS 1

• Interest is in one linear combination of the parameters

lTω = lT1 α + lT2 θ.

• No covariates: varlT1 α̂ is minimized when the proportionrj of the patients
receiving treatmentj is pj.

• The same is true for the design balanced across covariates.

• The effect of randomization is slightly to unbalance the trial and increase
variance



LOSS 2

• Two treatments. No covariates – optimum design assigns treatment 1 to
a proportionp of the patients and

varlT (α̂) = σ2/n,

which is also the variance for a balanced trial with covariates.

• For other designs
var{lT α̂} = σ2lT (GT

nGn)
−1l

• The efficiency of a design is

En = 1/
{
nlT (GT

nGn)
−1l

}
.

• The lossLn is defined by writing the variance as

var{lT α̂} =
σ2

n − Ln



LOSS 3

var{lT α̂} =
σ2

n − Ln

• Loss – number of patients on whom information is lost due to the lack of
optimality of the design

• With a random element in treatment allocation,Ln is a random variable

• Let E(Ln) = Ln

• There are asymptotic results forL∞

Random (R) q DRC
A (above) q/5
Deterministic 0

• It is easier to guess the next allocation for rules with a low value ofL∞



BIAS

• Selection bias arises because the clinician can guess which treatment is to
be applied next and allocate accordingly.

• Define bias as

Bn = {E(number of correct guesses)

−E(number of incorrect guesses)}.

• 1 for perfect guessing is bad, 0 good.

• Estimate this by simulation - depends on guessing rule.



SIMULATIONS OF LOSS & BIAS
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Figure 1:L̄n andB̄n for four non-adaptive rules, p=0.5: R, random; A; E, Efron’s biased coin
and D, deterministic. Results of 100,000 simulations, two treatments,q = 5, n = 800. Left-
hand panel loss, right-hand panel smoothed bias

Large loss and small bias go together (can plot together)



REGULARIZATION

• Some individual adaptive designs can be very unbalanced. This matters,
since don’t run several thousand trials (average properties not enough).

• Regularize by ensuring allnj (numbers to treatments)> some limit.

• 2 treatments. 5 & 5 for first 10 patients. Then ifnj <
√

n, that treatment
is allocated whenn is an integer squared. Ifn = 800, first regularize when
n = 36, lastn = 784.

• 3 treatments. 3, 3 & 3, then
√

n rule, starting atn = 16.

• Effect arbitrary, but decreases withn.



EXAMPLE: TWO TREATMENT ADAPTIVE DESIGN

p̂ = Φ{(α̂1 − α̂2)/T}.

• Takeα1 − α2 andT such thatp1 = 0.75.

• Simulate for up ton = 800 patients.
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Figure 2: Adaptive designs, Rule A: average lossL̄n for four values ofσ. Reading up,σ =
0.4, 0.8, 1.1 and 1.5. Left-hand panel, not regularised; right-hand panel regularised. Averages
of 100,000 simulations,q = 5

• There is an appreciable effect ofσ.

• Regularisation decreases the average loss
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Figure 3: Adaptive designs, Rule A: average lossL̄n. Detail of Figure 2 showing effect of
regularisation

The zig-zag pattern is caused by the operation of the regularisation rule: the
first dip is atn = 36, the second atn = 49 etc. The slight decrease is caused by
making the design slightly more balanced and the allocation proportion a little
closer to 0.75.
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Figure 4: Adaptive designs, Rule A: average proportion allocated to the better treatmentr̄n for
four values ofσ. Reading up,σ = 0.4, 0.8, 1.1 and 1.5. Left-hand panel, not regularised; right-
hand panel regularised. Averages of 100,000 simulations,q = 5. The effect of regularisation is
dramatically evident

Otherwise the values of the ratios in the two curves are indistinguishable.



BIAS

• There seem to be clear advantages to regularisation.

• A possible penalty might be the increased bias due to being able to guess
correctly which treatment is to be allocated whenn is an integer squared.

• Not apparent in simulations.



INDIVIDUAL TRIALS

• The purpose of regularisation is to avoid individual trials that become ap-
preciably unbalanced.

• Now look at boxplots of properties of individual trials.
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Figure 5: 1,000 individual adaptive designs: boxplots of loss Ln. Left-hand panel: not-
regularised; right-hand panel, regularised. Rule A,q = 5, σ = 1.1

The difference is striking, especially the comparatively larger number of high
losses at lower values ofn.



TOTAL RATIO
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Figure 6: 1,000 individual adaptive designs: boxplots ofrtot
n

, total proportion of allocations of
the better treatment. Left-hand panel: not-regularised; right-hand panel, regularised. Rule A,
q = 5, σ = 1.1.

The important feature is in the comparison of the top left-hand corners of the two panels, where
the ratio is close to 1.



EXTENSIONS

• Designs maximizing utility

• Several treatments

• Other adaptivepj



MAXIMIZING UTILITY

• Ball, Smith, and Verdinelli (1993) suggest that the probabilities of treat-
ment selectionπj be chosen to maximize a utility combining both the vari-
ance of parameter estimates and randomness.

U = UV − γUR

=
t∑

j=1

πjφj − γ
t∑

j=1

πj

{
−GR(j) + log πj

}
,

• UV provides estimates with low variance

• UR contributes randomness

• The parameterγ provides a balance between these two.

• φj is a measure of information from applying treatmentj

• Gk is the gain from applying the treatment rankedk

• R(j) is the rank of treatmentj



MAXIMIZING UTILITY 2

• Let p0
k be target probability of allocating treatment rankedk.

• With Gk = log p0
k, use of Lagrange multipliers shows

πj =
p0

R(j){1 + dA(j, n, xn+1)}1/γ

∑t
s=1 p0

R(s){1 + dA(s, n, xn+1)}1/γ
.

• Use estimated rankŝR(j) and take set of coefficients

pj = p0
R̂(j)

.

• These designs give a balance between minimizing variance and parameter
estimation.

• Near Rule D for smalln, tends to Rule R asn ↑



TARGET PROBABILITIES

• Let R̂(j) = k. Thenpj = p0
k

• Can use pre-assigned target probabilities

p0
1 ≥ p0

2 ≥ . . . ≥ p0
t ,

with at least one inequality.

• These reflectranks but notdifferences.

• Or calculatep0
k from theα̂j.

∆̂j = α̂j − ᾱ.

Then use normal cdf

p′j = Φ(∆̂j/T ) and pj = p′j/
t∑

l=1

p′l.



INFERENCE

• The parameter estimates are found assuming independent errors.

• But the allocation depends on the earlier responses and so the observations
are not independent. Tamura et al. (1994) simulate the adaptive design of
a clinical trial 500,000 times to find the distribution of their test statistic.
We also use simulation.



INFERENCE 2

• With t = 2 the statistic of interest is thet-test for the hypothesis of no
treatment effect,α1 − α2 = 0.

• We require the design to be skewing the allocation and so the null distri-
bution of the statistic is not of interest.

• Instead we investigate the “pseudo-null” distribution by subtracting off the
known value ofα1 − α2.

• With p1 = 0.75, at balance3n/4 patients will receive treatment 1.

• With µ = 0.6745 andσ = 2,

E(tµ) ≃
α1 − α2

σ
√

4/n + 4/(3n)
= 0.146

√
n. (1)

Whenn = 200, E(tµ) = 2.07.



INFERENCE 3

• Figure 7 shows boxplots of 1,000 simulated values of the pseudo-null dis-
tribution of t

• Regularized design withγ = 0.03 asn goes from 25 to 200.

• Even withn = 25, the statistics in the left-hand panel are centred close to
zero with symmetrical distributions that are well behaved and seem close
to normal.

• The normalQQ plots confirm the impression of normality whenn = 50.

• The adaptive nature of the designs does not seem to affect inference; stan-
dard normal tests can be used.
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Figure 7: Pseudo-null distribution of thet-test for treatment equality: 1,000 individual regu-
larized adaptive designs with two treatments whenq = 5, µ = 0.6745,σ = 2 andγ = 0.03.
Left-hand panel: boxplots of empirical distribution. Right-hand panel: normalQQ-plot when
n = 50



THIS TALK

• Adjustment

• Sequential D-optimality

• Linear combinations of parameters

• An adaptive design

• Loss and Bias

• Regularization

• Average properties

• Individual trials

• Maximising utility

• Inference
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